
METHODS

The HDPCR technology combines standard
TaqMan chemistry with novel encoding and
proprietary data analysis software to analyze
and manage data generated by HDPCR assays.
Data transmitted from the instrument output
file to ChromaCode Cloud is de-identified to
remove any institution-specific information
and processed through ChromaCode’s
proprietary analytics algorithms to offer critical
insights.
The HDPCR SARS-CoV-2 Assay is for use
under the Food and Drug Administration’s
Emergency Use Authorization. It is a reverse
transcription real-time polymerase chain
reaction (qRT-PCR) test intended for the
qualitative detection of nucleic acid from
SARS-CoV-2 in human upper respiratory
specimens taken from individuals exhibiting
symptoms of infection and who are suspected
of having COVID-19 by their healthcare
provider.

RESULTS
To date, over 4 million samples, including over 330,000 positive COVID-19 samples,
have been analyzed with the HDPCR SARS-CoV-2 Assay. As of May 14, 2021, the
overall positive percent rate within this dataset is 7.5%. By analyzing the available data
and employing a data-driven approach to improving the HDPCR technology, meaningful
improvements to the HDPCR SARS-CoV-2 assay can be introduced. For example,
a cycle threshold was set for the RNase P internal control at 37 based on the
distribution that affected less than 1% of samples to reduce the risk of low-level
contamination masking a failed sample.

CONCLUSION
The data generated from the HDPCR SARS-CoV-2 Assay
indicates a close correlation to the United States national
positive test rate for COVID-19 samples, suggesting this
dataset may be representative of national data. Access to such
a rich dataset provides a source of real-time feedback on assay
performance, further enabling continuous improvement of
ChromaCode’s HDPCR technology.

For More Informa,on: www.chromacode.com

BACKGROUND

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic,
ChromaCode Inc. has launched the high-
definition polymerase chain reaction
(HDPCRTM) SARS-CoV-2 Assay* to aid
laboratories in tackling the high testing
demand during these unprecedented times.
The HDPCR SARS-CoV-2 Assay is a qualitative
real-time PCR (qPCR) assay that combines
CDC recommended testing into a single test.
Data analysis is performed using the
ChromaCode Cloud* analysis software
featuring a data analytics module that can
provide actionable data insights to inform
necessary improvements to the HDPCR
technology, as well as the ability to track wider
epidemiological trends such as percent positive
rate.
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CHROMACODE CLOUD OVERVIEW

Figure 4. (Top) ChromaCode Cloud Plate Summary; (Bo;om) ChromaCode Cloud Well Details

The ChromaCode Cloud Data Analytics** module provides actionable data insights and
trends. The example dashboard below demonstrates use of this tool to inform key
production metrics of the HDPCR SARS-CoV-2* Assay as well as overall percent
positive rate and correlation to the national positive testing rate.¹

CHROMACODE CLOUD DATA ANALYTICS

ChromaCode Cloud is a highly-secure web application that
provides rich visualizations of data generated by ChromaCode’s
HDPCR assays. The application uploads and processes real-time
PCR (qPCR) data files to analyze signal data and identify
predefined pathogen DNA sequences in biological samples. Input
signal intensity data and analysis results are stored in the system
and are used to render and generate reports on demand.

Figure 1. ChromaCode Cloud Data AnalyBcs Dashboard

Figure 2. RNase P Ct Distribution

Q99 35.8
Q95 33.2
Q75 30.3
Median 28.3
Q25 26.2
Q05 22.7
Q01 20.3
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Source: www.covidtracking.com **The content provided herein may relate to products or workflows that are s8ll in development, 
have not been officially released or fully validated and is subject to change without no8ce.

*COVID-19 Emergency Use Authorization Only. For in vitro diagnostic (IVD) Use | Rx Only 


